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A standalone encounter for five adventurers
By Corwin Riddle

From Dawn Till Dusk is a standalone encounter designed for
five 17th to 19th-level adventurers. A vampire named Brilus
has taken up residence in an old manor, terrorizing a small
village nearby. The players will enter the house with a limited amount of time to find the vampire’s coffin and weaken
it before dark, when Brilus awakes to attack.

BACKGROUND
The village of Solisuan began as a shortcut over the marshy
wetlands, and little has changed in the years since. Many
of its buildings rest upon wooden terraces and raised platforms that once formed a long and crooked bridge across the
swampy terrain. Some live on the swamp itself, in shacks and
houses built on the occasional patches of dry and stable land.
Together, the many scattered households and shops make up
a small and close-knit community; last names are an uncommon and unnecessary formality. The villagers toil through
the hot and humid days, skinning and tanning animal hides
to make leather for trade, waiting until the cool dark of
nightfall, when the village comes alive with music, games,
and drinks. Dancing and laughing under the subtle blue
glow of the swamp’s luminescent plants, Solisuan has always
had a vibrant night life.
Lately, however, nights in Solisuan have been a little more
lively—and deadly—than normal. Taking up residence in an
old, dilapidated manor outside of the village, a powerful
vampire lord name Brilus has come to the marsh in search of
a reliable food supply. So far away from civilization and hosting a reliable amount of traffic from travelers and merchants,
Solisuan has proved to be an ideal hunting ground for Brilus.
With an ever-changing population of people passing through
town by the bridge, and an unchecked population of giant
swamp monsters, it’s almost impossible to tell if someone
has gone missing—and if so, how or where they disappeared.
Taking advantage of the situation, Brilus sets upon the village
and bridge each night, choosing a victim from the groups of
drunken, dancing wanderers.
Although Brilus normally attacks visitors passing through

the village, he has, on occasion, taken residents of Solisuan.
In such a small community, these abductions were noticed
immediately, and it wasn’t long before Brilus was discovered
and his house attacked—to no success. Enraged by this effrontery, Brilus has begun targeting the villagers, vowing to
turn each and every one into a mindless servant. Under the
cover of daylight, the villagers stormed the manor again and
again in hopes of finding a weakened Brilus, but the coffin is
never found, and each attempt provokes another onslaught
of brutal attacks from the vampire.
Now, resigned to their fate, the villagers ward off travelers
and spend the nights hiding indoors, huddled together while
they wait for the first rays of sunlight to breach the horizon
each dawn—giving them precious few hours to fight back
before night darkness falls once again.

USING THIS ADVENTURE
From Dawn Till Dusk is different than most encounters because it has a unique skill challenge associated with it: Finding the Coffin. The players will have a limited number of turns
to move through the map and perform the required skills in
an attempt to locate Brilus's coffin.
If the players manage to find Brilus’s coffin before the sun
sets at the end of the twelfth round, the vampire enters the
battle weakened and the players can use sunlight during
combat. If the skill challenge reaches the thirteenth round
before the players have located the coffin, combat begins immediately and they will face a more powerful Brilus at night.

GETTING THE PLAYERS
INVOLVED
From Dawn Till Dusk can be used as a standalone encounter,
or as the basis of an entire adventure. The players could be
passing through the village, come to dispatch Brilus, or to
meet some of the villagers. Once in Solisuan, you can send
the players to the encounter with one of the following hooks:

Hook 1: The Thirteenth Hour

Hook 3: The Missing Barmaid

Remal is a human, a tanner, and a lifelong resident of
Solisuan, and he tells the PCs of Brilus and the village’s
recent problems. He spends some time describing Brilus and
his manor, lamenting over the fact that no one has ever come
close to locating the vampire’s coffin. Brilus himself is well
aware of the village’s intentions, but is content to kill them,
one by one, usually targeting those that have entered his
house—punishing their audacity and mocking their attempts
to stop him.
He tells the PCs that many of the rooms are locked with
more than doors, and combined with the countless secret
passages within, it’s nearly impossible to effect a thorough
search of the manor before Brilus awakes at dusk. Unless,
of course, someone was in possession of a map containing
information on the secret areas of the house and the skills
necessary to open them—a map that Remal has managed to
create through weeks of study, spatial analysis, and conversation with others that have been to the house.
Remal wants the PCs to take his map and enter Brilus’s
manor at dawn, which should give them twelve full hours
to find the vampire’s coffin and end his undeath before he
reaches full strength. Kill him and the village will pay a generous bounty.
Quest XP: 4,000 XP and 35,000 gp for killing Brilus.

One of the most recent missing persons is a halfing named
Slooksie, a boisterous and obnoxious barmaid known for
her immature and selfish demeanor. Although it’s assumed
that Brilus snatched her during the night, Slooksie was an
annoyance to most of the villagers and it’s not beyond reason
that someone decided to make her disappear knowing the
vampire would be blamed.
To prove that Slooksie was killed by Brilus and not one of
the many annoyed patrons, some evidence is required. The
bar where she worked, The Spongy Morel, is owned by a somber dwarf named Drold, who asks the PCs to check Brilus’s
manor for any signs of her being there, specifically mentioning a gawdy necklace of copper and fake rubies.
Quest XP: 2.000 XP for searching the manor and bringing back Slooksie’s necklace.

•

There is a small version of the map on page 6. Cut it out
and give it to your players.

Hook 2: We Already Tried That

•

Every room on the map lists the skills and number of
successful checks per skill required to search that room.

•

If the PCs were given a map by Remal, they are already
aware of which rooms require what skill checks, and the
number of checks to complete a search of that room.

Most of the residents spend their daylight hours trying to ignore Brilus, hoping that his wrath will be directed toward the
more troublesome villagers, such as Wrard, a mean-looking
alchemist with a grudge against the vampire. So far, Wrard
says, the vampire has killed three members of his family, although one of them was better off. Since then, Wrard spends
most of his days thinking up ways to breach Brilus’s manor
and smoke the vampire out in a weakened state.
He’s tried all of the obvious solutions, such as burning
down the house (it’s magically resistant to fire), surrounding
it with religious symbols (which Brilus hangs up as art), and
soaking the residence with a potent garlic-brew (which had
no effect whatsoever). It’s now occurred to Wrard that he has
absolutely no idea what hurts a vampire, and he wants the
PCs to confirm his one last suspicion: sunlight.
Do they avoid the light because it’s harmful, or just because they dislike it? Or maybe they’re just nocturnal, and
spend the days sunbathing during a nap? Wrard wants the
PCs to enter the manor and break down pieces of the roof,
letting the sunlight hit Brilus and reporting the effects.
Quest XP: 2,000 XP and 6,000 gp if Brilus is hit by sunlight at least five times before he dies.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Using

the

Map

The map is used for both the skill challenge and the encounter following it:

Using

the

Skill Challenge

The skill challenge Finding the Coffin begins immediately
after the PCs enter the manor:
•

PCs treat the skill challenge as if in combat, and must
roll initiative and use actions on their respective turns.

•

A PC can do a skill check of any room they’re in (they
don’t have to be standing next to an X in the room).

•

A skill check to search takes one standard action.

•

A room is considered searched when all of the room’s
skill check requirements (type and amount) is met.

•

The skill challenge lasts a full twelve rounds or until the
PCs complete a search of every room.

•

If the PCs find the coffin before the twelve rounds are
up, combat begins and Brilus is weakened (no save).

•

If the PCs do not find the coffin before the twelve rounds
are up, they fail the skill challenge, combat starts (they
also lose the following feature: Bringing Down the Roof).

Bringing Down

the

Roof

If the PCs successfully complete the skill challenge, they can
destroy roof squares to let in sunlight during the encounter:
•

The ceiling is 15’ high and in disrepair. A broken roof
square turns into a sunlit square (Features of the Area).

•

A PC can break a roof square by spending an attack
against any map square that attack would hit (the attack
is spent, but automatically hits if not a natural 1).

•

A burst or area attack must target either the roof or the
creatures on the floor below—it cannot hit both.

•

An attack targeting multiple roof squares will destroy all
of those roof squares.

GETTING STARTED
Read this as the players approach Brilus’s manor:
Pushing aside the thick, hanging brush, Brilus’s manor comes into
view. Though once a lavish house of a wealthy lord, there’s little
evidence of its glorious past; most of the building has sunk into the
marsh below, settling at a lop-sided angle.
The walls and roof have slowly been worn away, now covered
with moss and vines, almost indistinguishable from the surrounding
vegetation. As you inspect the details of the manor, a gentle ray of
light breaks through the trees above—dawn has come.

AREA: The Manor
Read this when the PCs enter the manor:
The manor is cluttered with debris and items from the previous occupant—abandoned to the swamp and the ecosystem that has taken
over. A thick layer of moss covers a collection of old antiques and
furniture, now rusty, rotten, and decayed.
The manor’s halls wind unpredictably through the ancient house,
making it difficult to estimate its exact layout and size. Centipedes
and vermin flee before your footsteps, escaping into the countless
holes and crevices of adjacent rooms. With so many places to hide,
it’s going to take all day to search the manor.
Perception (DC 16): The entire roof seems to be rotting and weak,
but covered with enough moss and foliage to block out the sun. Even
a weak strike should be enough to bring down an area above.

Features

of the

Area

Height: The ceiling is 15’ tall.
Illumination: Dim light.
Sunlit Squares: Created by attacking any square of the roof,
these tiles let sunlight in if the PCs succeeded the skill challenge. See a creature for details on how sunlight affects it.

SKILL CHALLENGE
Combat begins with the following skill challenge, which
requires initiative rolls and is played out in turn order:

Finding

the

Coffin

Brilus must be resting in a coffin located within the manor. Finding
and opening it before the sun sets should reveal a weakened vampire—there’s no time to waste.
Setup: For the PCs to successfully locate the coffin, they
will need to complete a search of all nine rooms within the
manor in twelve rounds or less. A room is considered to be
searched when the skills associated with that room (listed on
the map) have been performed successfully.
Level: 18
Complexity: Special. Individual checks do not yield successes or failures; the challenge lasts for twelve full rounds or
until the PCs have successfully met the search requirements
for every room in the manor. See Special Features for details.
Skills: Arcana, Athletics, Dungeoneering, Endurance, History, Insight, Nature, Perception, Streetwise, Thievery.
Arcana (DC 20): You find a small door, locked by magical, glowing runes. A simple but lengthy incantation breaks the seal.
Athletics (DC 20): A small opening is blocked by heavy, fallen
debris. You begin to move the obstacles for a better look inside.
Dungeoneering (DC 20): Your steps reveal a hollow section
below, and you start removing floorboards to explore.
Endurance (DC 20): You find a narrow and winding crawlspace,
entering and inch your way behind the walls.
History (DC 20): You spot and search a giant, ancient armoire,
which you know commonly contains large hidden compartments.
Insight (DC 20): Drawing on the things you’ve learned of Brilus,
you explore the room for the his most likely hiding spots.
Nature (DC 20): You begin to clear large areas of hindering plant
life, revealing the areas hidden beneath.
Perception (DC 20): You recognize that a room seems smaller
than its dimensions indicated, and feel the walls for the secret door.
Streetwise (DC 20): Familiar with secret stashes, you locate and
search several small openings behind furniture and paintings.
Thievery (DC 20): You find a sturdy door, sealed with an especially difficult and complicated lock. You open it, but it takes a while.
Success: It’s always the last place you look. Hidden cleverly
behind the debris and vegetation is an ornately-carved black coffin.
It’s not quite dusk—you can see subtle beams of sunlight through the
cracks in the walls and roof. The coffin begins to shake from within.
Brilus begins combat weakened (no save), and the PCs can
use the Bringing Down the Roof feature for sunlit squares.
Failure: The last trace of sunlight fades away, leaving the manor
in an eerie darkness. Suddenly, there’s a loud crash, followed by a
maniacal cackle. “I’ve heard you all day, stomping around and defiling my fine house in search of your gracious host—now allow me to
give you a proper welcome.” Each player loses a healing surge
and combat begins immediately with additional monsters.
PCs cannot make use of the Bringing Down the Roof feature.

Setup

Combat Flavor

1 Brilus, Vampire Lord (B)

If you dislike reading powers and effects to your players, give
them hints with the following flavor text.

The setup depends on the outcome of Finding the Coffin:
Success: Brilus appears in the middle of the room of the last
successful search, and combat begins immediately.
Failure: Brilus appears in the middle of the map, combat
begins, and Brilus immediately casts Calling All Spawn. Brilus
also gains one surprise round.

Tactics
If Brilus enters combat weakened from the PCs’ successful
skill challenge, he will immediately use Cloud of Darkness
and Dominating Gaze, trying to distract the PCs while he
finds better position before casting Calling All Spawn. Brilus is
clever and will steer clear of any sunlit squares.
Regardless of how combat begins, Brilus will use Blood
Feast, Dominating Gaze, and Calling All Spawn whenever possible, making an attempt to stay near a PC that he suspects is
nearing bloodied status, to make use of Blood Drain.
Brilus is on his home turf for this encounter, and is quite
fast, so he has no reservations about running away to make
use of his ranged Blood Feast attack while hoping to recharge
Dominating Gaze and Calling All Spawn. If he didn’t use Cloud
of Darkness to begin the encounter, he will use it to escape.
The vampire spawn will avoid sunlit squares if possible,
and obey any and all of Brilus’s commands. They will attempt to stay close to PCs to make use of Steal Life.

When Brilus dominates a player, read:
[Player’s name] begins to gaze into the distance, before suddenly
turning and raising their weapon. “Come to my side, mortal, and
recognize your true master,” says Brilus. “These intruders seek to
deprive you of your lord—show them your obedience!”
When Brilus casts Cloud of Darkness, read:
A cloud of smoke erupts at Brilus’s feet, filling the surrounding area
with an opaque, black haze.
When Brilus casts Calling All Spawn, read:
Brilus begins chanting, and several small vampire spawns emerge
from many of the manor’s hiding places to protect their master.
When a PC brings down a piece of the roof (if they
succeeded at the skill challenge), read:
The attack knocks loose several pieces of the wooden roof, which
collapse to the floor harmlessly as a ray of bright sunlight streams
through the hole.
When a vampire spawn is destroyed by a sunlit square
(if they succeeded at the skill challenge), read:
The vampire begins to smoke, letting out a terrified scream before
falling into a pile of burning ash.

Conclusion

Adjustments

When defeated, Brilus falls to the ground, saying “why won’t
you leave my family... my house, alone?...” If the PCs take a closer
look at Brilus’s coffin, they’ll find both Slooksie’s necklace
and a level 20 magical item for a caster. Upon returning to
town, the PCs will be rewarded for the quests they completed and asked to join in the festivities as the residents of
Solisuan begin to bring out the ale and music.
If the PCs decide to stay, they will learn that Brilus belonged to an ancient family of lords back when the swamp
were dry plains and grasslands. The house he inhabited
belonged to his bloodline, and it becomes apparent that he
only attacked those that had entered his house to kill him.

If you like this encounter but aren’t sure how to fit it into
your campaign, here is some advice:
We have too few or too many players:
For running the skill challenge, decrease the number of rooms
needed by 2 per player absent. If you have more than 5 players, increase the number of checks needed for 3 of the rooms. For combat,
decrease or increase Brilus’s hit points and the number of vampire
spawns to an appropriate amount.
We aren’t the right level:
Brilus is based off any of the vampire lords found in the Monster
Builder, so adjust as necessary. The skill challenge DCs are set for
moderate difficulty for 18th-level players, so use the updated DMG
chart to scale them for players of a different level.
It’s too easy:
If the players completed the skill challenge, it should be easy—they
are being rewarded for their efforts.
It’s too hard:
The difficulty of the fight hinges on the success of the skill challenge,
and is considerably harder if failed. The skill challenge should be
simple to complete by any group of players willing to split up and
plan their movement and actions.
Why twelve rounds?
Each round is one hour or rigorous searching, so twelve hours total.
I don’t get the map:
The actual map lists the skill checks necessary for that room and the
number of those skill checks required. A player can be anywhere in
a room to complete one of those skill checks, regardless of whatever
poorly-drawn debris and art is on the actual map.
We’d rather play a full adventure:
Have the players encounter some swampy creatures on the way to
the manor, such as crocodiles, vine horrors, or some kobolds belonging to a nearby black dragon.

If they inquire further, one of the villagers will say:
“It’s not what he’s done, it’s what he is. We don’t get a lot going on
out here in the marsh, but hunting is what we do best—a vampire,
well that’s just good sport. There’s no satisfaction quite like putting
one down; Brilus wasn’t the first of his family to come home and,
hopefully, he won’t be the last—it’s always a bit of excitement.”

Brilus,
Vampire Lord

Level 18 Elite
Controller

Medium natural humanoid (undead)
XP 4,000
Initiative +15
Senses Perception +18; darkvision
HP 330; Bloodied 165
Regeneration 10 (regeneration does not function while the vampire lord
is exposed to direct sunlight)
AC 32; Fortitude 28, Reflex 32, Will 30
Immune disease, poison Resist 10 necrotic
Vulnerable 10 radiant
Saving Throws +2
Speed 7
Action Points 1
b Touch of Wrath (standard; at-will)
+23 vs AC; 2d8 + 10 damage
a Blood Feast (standard; recharge 56)
Area Burst 2 within 10; +22 vs Fortitude; 1d12 + 8 damage, and
ongoing 5 damage (save ends).
w Blood Drain (standard; recharges when a creature within 2 squares
becomes bloodied)•Healing
Requires combat advantage; +20 vs Fortitude; 2d12 + 10 damage, and
the target is weakened (save ends). Brilus gains 20 hit points.
r Dominating Gaze (minor; recharge 6)•Charm
Ranged 5; +20 vs Reflex; the target is dominated (save ends, with a -2
penalty to the saving throw). Aftereffect: the target is dazed (save ends).
Brilus can dominate only one creature at the time.
w Cloud of Darkness (minor; encounter)
Close Burst 1; This power creates a cloud of darkness that remains in
place until the end of Brilus’s next turn. The cloud blocks line of sight
for all other creatures and any other creature besides Brilus entirely
within the cloud is blinded until it exits.
Calling All Spawn (minor; recharge 56)
Brilus summons 1d4 vampire spawns, which appear in any of the available squares closest to Brilus.
Harmed by Sunlight
If Brilus passes through or begins his turn in a sunlit square, he takes an
immediate 2d10 damage.
Alignment Chaotic Evil
Languages Common
Skills Bluff +23, Intimidate +23, Stealth +20
Str 13 (+10)
Dex 23 (+15)
Wis 19 (+13)
Con 16 (+12)
Int 17 (+12)
Cha 28 (+18)

Vampire Spawn

Medium natural humanoid (undead)

Level 17 Minion
XP 400

Initiative +14
Senses Perception +11
HP 1; a missed attack never damages a minion.
AC 29; Fortitude 29, Reflex 30, Will 28
Immune disease, poison Resist 10 necrotic
Speed 6
b Bite (standard; at-will)
+20 vs AC; 7 damage and ongoing 1 necrotic damage (save ends). A
creature already taking ongoing necrotic damage instead increases its
current ongoing damage by 1
w Steal Life (immediate interrupt, when reduced to 0 hp; encounter)
If the vampire spawn is adjacent to any enemy when it dies, it deals 5
damage to that creature and regains 1 hit point.
Destroyed by Sunlight
If the vampire spawn ends any turn in a sunlit square, it burns to ash
and is destroyed.
For use with the 4th Edition
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Enjoy this adventure? Visit www.readyanaction.com for more free encounters, with a new one added each week!
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